
MAIN
ATTRACTIONS

In this high energy rock and roll pinball concert experience, pinball and music are fused together. Players are transported back to Led Zeppelin’s early days and tour the world from 1968-
1980. As if players were members of the band playing its music, their play updates game features at the start of each verse and chorus of ten iconic Led Zeppelin songs including: 
Good Times Bad Times, Whole Lotta Love, The Song Remains the Same, Rock and Roll, Trampled Under Foot, Ramble On, Kashmir, Immigrant Song, Black Dog, and 
Communication Breakdown 
All models feature a custom molded 13 inch Hindenburg Zeppelin, custom Swan Song Records trademark Icarus sculpted leaper toy, 3 custom steel ramps, a 3-bank of drop 
targets, and 3 flippers.   
Premium and LE models feature an innovative interactive toy called the Electric Magic device. This unique toy is motorized in sync with the pinball action, rising up from the 
playfield creating different magical pinball experiences. An optical spinner charges the Electric Magic Magnet, capturing and making balls disappear. The Electric Magic device can also 
convert into a physical pinball bash toy via a backstop solenoid.               
In true rock concert fashion, Premium and LE models have the Expression Lighting System™ with 96 intelligent RGB LEDs that enables full color spectrum control. Positioned in pockets 
cut into the cabinet sides to provide color themed full playfield illumination, this integrated playfield lighting system is synchronized to custom light shows specifically 
designed for every song.              
As an encore, Premium and LE models have an additional reversing scoop and metal combo ramp, allowing players to keep the hits coming with constant adrenalized pinball action.

PRO PREM LE

GAME 
FEATURES
LE ONLY

Production limited to 500 machines ✓
Certificate of Authenticity signed by Gary Stern ✓
Designer Autographed collectible featuring signature of game designer Steve Ritchie ✓
Sequentially numbered plate ✓
Limited Edition mirrored backglass with stunning and distinctive high definition artwork designed by Stephen Jensen ✓
Limited Edition exclusive Icarus themed full color high definition decal cabinet artwork designed by Stephen Jensen ✓
Upgraded speaker system with 3-channel amplifier ✓
Anti-reflection playfield glass ✓
Shaker motor installed ✓
Custom high gloss metallic Paradise Shimmer Blue powder-coated and clear-coated side armor, hinges, front molding and legs ✓

GAME 
FEATURES

Interactive Electric Magic device rises up from the playfield to become a physical spinner, magnetic physical ball lock and ball capture with features including 
Multiball, Frenzy and Rock Out ✓ ✓

Expression Lighting System™ - 96 intelligent RGB LEDs enables full color spectrum control; synchronized and adjustable, responsive to game events ✓ ✓ 
LED Light-Up Song List on back panel informs player of songs completed and remaining songs to play ✓ ✓
Song List on back panel ✓
68 RGB software controlled LEDs ✓  ✓
13 RGB software controlled LEDs ✓  
Hot Shot reversing combo custom metal chrome wire ramp, connecting to the right flipper return via wire ramp for constant pinball action ✓ ✓
Hermit Stand-Up target ✓
4 all metal stainless steel and chrome wire ramps ✓ ✓
3 all metal stainless steel and chrome wire ramps ✓
3 Main Multiballs: Zeppelin, Tour and Electric Magic Multiball ranging from 2 to 6 balls ✓ ✓
2 Main Multiballs: Zeppelin and Tour Multiball ranging from 2 to 6 balls ✓
Custom molded 13 inch Hindenburg Zeppelin toy scores Speed Locks when lit on the player's musical journey to Zeppelin multiball ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Swan Song Records trademark Icarus custom sculpted leaper toy flies into the air when smashed by a chaotic pinball ✓ ✓  ✓

Player selectable song choice at the start of every ball ✓ ✓ ✓
4 Spell out rules for racking up scores and opening opportunities of game advancement: L-E-D,  Z-E-P,  R-O-C-K and R-O-L-L ✓ ✓ ✓ 
4 R-O-C-K Stand-Up Targets light Zeppelin Speed Locks ✓ ✓ ✓ 
3 L-E-D Stand-Up Targets ✓ ✓ ✓ 
3 bank Z-E-P drop targets add action and rebound shots to help complete L-E-D & Z-E-P. Drop Targets can be swept with the upper right flipper. ✓ ✓ ✓ 
2 Ball Saver Stand-Up Targets light Ball Saver at the left outlane drain ✓ ✓ ✓ 
All-new software controlled 10 band graphic equalizer. Tune the sound to your liking! ✓ ✓ ✓
Left orbit Icarus spinning target with RGB LED lighting ✓ ✓ ✓ 
2 eject pockets hold balls to select features, lock balls and collect an extra ball award ✓ ✓ ✓ 
3 flippers ✓ ✓ ✓ 
3 Pop Bumpers ✓ ✓ ✓
1 electric gate ✓ ✓ ✓
Adjustable dimming backbox lighting ✓ ✓ ✓
Live concert footage with custom animations for each song ✓ ✓ ✓
Exclusive Brendon Small character speech ✓ ✓ ✓

BACKGLASS
AND ART

Limited Edition exclusive Icarus themed full color mirrored backglass and unique side cabinet designed by Stephen Jensen  ✓
Premium model features Led Zeppelin I album cover themed full color translite and iconic side cabinet artwork designed by Stephen Jensen ✓
Pro model features Led Zeppelin III themed full color translite and unique side cabinet designed by Stephen Jensen ✓

HARDWARE
AND TRIM

Custom high gloss Paradise Shimmer Blue powder-coated and clear-coated armor, legs, hinges and front molding ✓ 
Powder-coated black wrinkle finish side armor, hinges, front lockdown molding and legs ✓ ✓
Powder-coated steel bottom arch ✓ ✓
Plastic molded bottom arch ✓  
Snap-Latch front molding ✓ ✓  ✓

GENERAL
FEATURES

6 pinballs ✓ ✓ ✓
Stereo sound system with 3-channel amplifier ✓ ✓ ✓
10-band Graphic Equalizer with separate control for backbox and cabinet speakers ✓ ✓ ✓

CPU mounted line-out audio connector for external amplification ✓ ✓ ✓
Fade adjustment to control front and bottom speaker outputs ✓ ✓ ✓

**subject to adjustment** 

LED ZEPPELIN: FEATURE MATRIXLED ZEPPELIN: FEATURE MATRIX


